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Abstract- This paper investigates the performance of translu
cent Optical Transport Networks (OTNs) under different traffic 
and knowledge conditions, varying from perfect knowledge to 
drifts and uncertainties in the physical-layer parameters. Our 
focus is on the regular operation of a translucent OTN, i.e., after 
the dimensioning and regenerator placement phase. Our contri
butions can be summarized as follows. Based on the computation 
of the Personick's Q factor, we introduce a new methodology for 
the assessment of the optical signal quality along a path, and 
show its application on a realistic example. We analyze the per
formance of both deterministic and predictive RW A techniques 
integrating this signal quality factor Q in the lightpath computa
tion process. Our results confirm the effectiveness of predictive 
techniques to deal with the typical drifts and uncertainties in the 
physical-layer parameters, in contrast to the superior efficacy of 
deterministic approaches in case of perfect knowledge. Con
versely to most previous works, where all wavelengths are as
sumed to have the same characteristics, we examine the case 
when the network is not perfectly compensated, so the Maximum 
Transmission Distance (MTD) of the different wavelength chan
nels may vary. We show that blocking might increase dramati
cally when the MTD of the different wavelength channels is over
looked. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In transparent Optical Transport Networks (OTNs), the opti
cal signal from a source to a destination is handled entirely in 
the optical domain----meaning that Optical-Electrical-Optical 
(O-E-O) conversions are never performed at transit nodes. 
Full transparency, however, is not always achievable in long 
distance networks due to physical impairments (both linear [1] 
and non-linear [2]) that degrade the Optical Signal-to-Noise 
Ratio (OSNR) as optical signals propagate transparently 
through the network. When the impairments accumulated 
along a route are excessively high, lightpaths cannot be estab
lished, so connection requests are blocked. This is because it 
cannot be guaranteed that the signal detection at destination 
occurs with a Bit Error Rate (BER) lower than a certain 
threshold. In order to geographically expand a transparent 
OTN, an operator might need to install one or more regenera
tors along some paths, so as to provide sufficient end-to-end 
quality to optical connections. Clearly, regenerators break up 
the optical continuity, but allow improving the OSNR-hence 
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reducing the BER. The deployment of regenerators turns a 
transparent OTN into a translucent network. 

During the dimensioning of an OTN, the Routing and Wave
length Assignment and Regenerator Placement (RW ARP) 
process requires an effective method for estimating the poten
tial degradation of an optical signal along the candidate paths, 
which is typically achieved by integrating physical-layer in
formation into the RW ARP process. Once the regenerators are 
placed and the dimensioning phase has concluded, the role of 
the RWA process is to route the forecasted traffic demands 
according to the planning. Unfortunately, the stochastic nature 
of traffic demands, the fact that the network might not be per
fectly compensated, together with the uncertainties and drifts 
of the physical-layer parameters from their nominal values 
during the operation of the OTN, lead to situations were the 
performance achieved by the RWA process is significantly 
worse than projected. 

In this context, the contribution of this work is twofold. 
First, we propose a straightforward methodology-based on 
the computation of the Personick's Q factor-for estimating 
the quality of an optical signal along a transparent sub-path, 
i.e., the segment of a lightpath comprised between two regen
erators. Second, we investigate the performance of determinis
tic and predictive RWA techniques that integrate this signal 
quality factor Q in the lightpath computation process. Their 
performance is analyzed under different limited-knowledge 
conditions: (i) dynamic traffic demands; (ii) uncertainty about 
the values of the physical-layer parameters affecting the com
putation of the Q factor; and (iii) possibility of imperfect com
pensation of the OTN. Our results show that whereas determi
nistic RWA strategies are effective under a perfect knowledge 
condition, they can be substantially improved by predictive 
techniques in the more realistic case where uncertainties arise 
during the regular operation of the OTN. We also provide 
insight into the potential consequences of overlooking the 
wavelength selection when the OTN is not perfectly compen
sated and/or equalized. In particular, our results reveal that for 
an uncompensated OTN, the blocking might increase dramati
cally when the maximum reachable distance by the different 
wavelength channels is disregarded. 

II. THE TRANSLUCENT OTN MODEL 

The OTN model that we consider is composed by the fol
lowing elements: translucent optical nodes, regenerators, 
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transponders, and DWDM line systems. A translucent node is 
composed of an all-optical switching fabric that is able to 
switch an optical signal from an input port to an output port 
without electrical processing. We assume that nodes are sup
ported by a non-blocking switching fabric, which only intro
duces attenuation. The input/output ports of the node (the 
tributaries) are connected to tunable transponders that provide 
the appropriate color (wavelength) and power level to the op
tical signal (see Fig.l). We consider that transit signals are not 
directly processed by regenerators and/or converters located at 
the network ports, but rather, a pool of regenerators/converters 
can be connected at dedicated ports of the switching fabric to 
flexibly allow regeneration and wavelength conversion 
(shown at the bottom of Fig. 1). The number of such regenera
tors is determined by the RW ARP process during the dimen
sioning phase. The regeneration of a bidirectional WDM 
channel crossing a node requires four unidirectional (or two 
bidirectional) node ports and one (bidirectional) regenerator. 
We consider 3R regenerators, which make an O-E-O conver
sion providing the three digital regeneration functions of: re
amplification, re-shaping and re-timing. After a transit signal 
has been processed by a 3R regenerator, it regains the physical 
features it had at the source node, i.e., at the output of the 
tributary transponder that was used to inject the signal into the 
network. Thus, from a signal-impairment point of view, a re
generation operation implies a complete loss of memory of the 
history of the signal along the path followed to reach the re
generator. 

In our OTN model, optical links are all equipped with the 
same type of DWDM line system, and we assume that more 
than one DWDM system can be installed in parallel on a link. 
Each DWDM line system is bidirectional, and as shown in 
Fig. 1, it is composed of a couple of counter-propagating fi
bers, the set of optical line Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifiers 
(EDF A), which are necessary to recover optical propagation 
losses, together with a wavelength multiplexer (mux) and a 
de-multiplexer (demux) at each terminal of the system. In this 
initial OTN model, we do not consider other optical-domain 
processing devices such as dispersion compensators, WDM
channel equalizers, etc. We assume that the wavelength muxes 
and demuxes of the line systems are not equipped with trans
ponders, which as explained above, are included in the nodes. 
All the line systems deployed in the network have a pre
assigned fixed capacity in terms of the maximum number of 

Regenerator pool 

WDM channels supported---typically 40 wavelengths. 
Many research works about translucent OTNs assume that 

all wavelength channels in a line system have the same charac
teristics. In this work, however, we consider a more realistic 
model. From a signal-propagation point of view, each wave
length channel within the set of wavelengths supported by a 
DWDM system (a.k.a the wavelength comb) has a different 
behavior in practice. As mentioned above, the quality of an 
optical signal is measured by the BER at the receiver. When 
the BER of a lightpath is over a given threshold, the connec
tion is blocked. The BER degradation during propagation is 
due to the influence of both linear and non linear impairments, 
which are almost all wavelength dependent (especially the 
non-linear ones). Therefore, the degradation of the BER de
pends on the wavelengths assigned to a connection along its 
path. The fact that the BER must be below a given bound im
poses a limit to the maximum distance reachable by an optical 
signal, which is represented by the Maximum Transmission 
Distance (MTD) parameter, assuming that propagation occurs 
under wavelength continuity and without regeneration. If we 
assume that translucent nodes do not degrade the BER, the 
MTD only depends on the characteristics of the DWDM line 
system, so the MTD becomes a function of the wavelength. 

Figure 2 shows an example--:inspired in the results found in 
[3}-assurning a BER threshold of 10-9 and a DWDM comb of 
40 wavelengths. Even though the values shown in Fig. 2 de
pend on the technical data of the specific line system used, the 
shape of the curve and the global behavior of the MTD as a 
function of the wavelength are common to most of the existing 
line systems--at least those equipped with EDF As. Figure 2 
shows that the maximum reach varies with the wavelength and 
the variations are significant (in the range from 2000 km to 
more than 4000 km). The figure also reflects that the best por
tion of the spectrum corresponds to the Erbium peak (1530-
1565 nm). In order to model this behavior in a simple way, we 
introduce the concept of a "wavelength class". From Fig. 2 we 
observe that it is possible to group the DWDM channels in 
classes, each with a similar MTD value for the different chan
nels in the class. The number of wavelength classes and their 
upper and lower limits are a choice of the network designer. In 
Fig. 2 we can consider three classes: i) Gold class, with a 
MTD greater or equal than 3500 km (wavelengths from 12 to 
27 in the example, 16 in total); ii) Silver class, with a MTD in 
the range of 3000 and 3500 km (wavelengths from 8 to 11 and 
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Fig. 1. Main components of the translucent OTN model. 
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Fig. 2. Example of the MTD of the wavelengths ofa 40-channel DWDM 
system, when the BER tolerated is Ix 10.9 at the receiver. 

from 28 to 35 in the example, 12 in total); iii) Bronze class, 
with a MTD in the range of 2000 and 3000 Ian (wavelengths 
from I to 7 and from 36 to 40 in the example, 12 in total). 

Wavelength classification is introduced here with the objec
tive of optimizing the allocation of regenerators and reducing 
costs. More precisely, wavelength classification can be used 
by the RW A process, in order to choose the WDM channel 
taking into account the distance that has to be covered by a 
given connection. In general, the Gold class should be used 
for longer paths and the other classes for shorter ones. 

III. ASSESSMENT OF THE OPTICAL SIGNAL DEGRADATION 

In this section we introduce a straightforward methodology 
for assessing the physical-layer impairments along a transpar
ent path (or sub-path). According to the network topology 
designed during the dimensioning phase, the connection path 
assigned by the routing operation, the wavelengths assigned to 
the connection at each line system traversed, and the place
ment of the regenerators, it is possible to ascertain whether the 
final BER at the receiver is below a specified threshold or not. 
To this end, an effective method for estimating the optical 
signal degradation along a path is required. This can be tack
led by observing that the BER threshold translates by well
known relations into a threshold value of the so-called Per
sonick's Qfactor [4], or simply the quality factor Q [5]. The Q 
factor can be evaluated as a function of the transmission
system parameters and the transmission impairments. Without 
any error correction mechanism on the digital signal at the 
receiver, a quality factor Q = 16.9 dB corresponds to a BER of 
approximately IxIO· t2 • Typically, the requirements for the 
minimum value of Q of a signal at the receiver are about 17 
dB without error correction, and 12 dB in case of error correc
tion. The expression used for evaluating the Q factor at the 
endpoint of a transparent path (or sub-path) is given in (I). 

Qend = ao +apSNRend +a2NsPAN +a3(PoNsPAN)B (I) 

According to (1) the quality factor depends both on linear 
and non-linear effects. The OSNRend factor is the optical signal 
to noise ratio expressed in dB at the receiver. The terms 
a]NSPAN and alPo NSPAN)B take into account the non-linear 
effects, considering all amplifiers along a path (booster at the 
beginning of the line and line amplifiers at intermediate sites 
on the lines) for the translucent OTN model described in Sec
tion II. NSPAN is the number of spans of the transparent path (a 

span is the portion of a link between two amplifiers), and 
Po [dBm) is the power level at the signal launch (typically 3 

dBm). The coefficients ao, a}, a], a3, and B, on the other hand, 
depend on the type of line systems used and should be tuned 
by an on-field measurement campaign. Typical values were 
suggested by the FP6 European research project NOBEL I 
[6]: ao == 0,4, at == I, a2 == -0.04, a3 == 0 .02 and B == 0.2. 

The output lightpath (or sub-path) OSNR can be calculated 
considering the OSNR across each of its elementary compo
nents and then combining the partial results. We consider as 
elementary components all the spans and the nodes along the 
(sub-)path. If i indicates the generic component, OSNR; con
tribution is computed as follows: 

OSNR; [dB] = Po [dBm]-QN -IT;I [dB]-F; [dB] (2) 

where QN is the quantum noise (typical value is -58 dB), F; 
[dB] is the noise figure of the optical amplifier belonging to 
the component and T; is the total attenuation of the element in 
dB. When i refers to a span, F; is the noise figure of a line or a 
pre-amplifier (assumed to have the same characteristics); 
when i indicates a node, F; is the noise figure of the booster 
amplifier located at the output of the node. Similarly, T; is the 
attenuation of the fiber for a span, and of the switching fabric 
for a node. The OSNR at the end of the transparent (sub-)path 
is then expressed in linear units by RTota" computed as follows: 

(3) 

where R; is the OSNR (in linear units) of the element i of the 
(sub-)path (R; = IOOSNR,I IO). In this framework, (I) allows to 

estimate the end-to-end impairment of an optical connection 
traveling across the translucent OTN. 

A. Assessing the Personick's Qfactor along a lightpath 

Let us consider Fig. 3, where 4 nodes are connected by 3 
line systems. The lightpath begins in a node in Geneva, 
crosses Link I (128 Km) passing through a node in Milano, 
then crosses Link 2 (298 Ian) passing through a node in Pisa, 
and reaches the destination node in Rome through Link 3 (580 
Ian). We assume that the spans of a given link are of equal 
length, i.e. the length of the link divided by the number of 
amplifiers installed in the line, considering line amplifiers plus 
the pre-amplifier. Notice that in practical settings the spacing 
between amplifiers might not necessarily be uniform. We also 
assume that, in each element, losses are exactly compensated 
by the amplifier gain. When the Q factor is evaluated on a 
path involving n nodes (including source and destination), 
only (n - I) nodes contribute to the impairment, as the light
path does not cross the destination node booster. In order to 
estimate the Q Personick factor for the lightpath between Ge
neva and Rome we use the set of parameters shown in Table I 
(extracted from the studies developed within the European 
project NOBEL I [6]). Based on these parameters, the proce
dure for the computation of the Q factor comprises the follow
ing three steps. 
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Fig. 3. Example describing the step-by-step computation of the Q factor on a three-hop lightpath. 

Step 1: Computation of a node's OSNR--this parameter is 
clearly independent from the characteristics of the links. The 
details of its computation are shown in Table 2. 

Step 2: Computation of the link dependent parameters (shown 
in Table 3). 

Step 2: Computation of the Q factor for the overall lightpath 
(shown in Table 4). 

As described in Section II, in a transmission system that is 
not perfectly compensated and/or equalized, each wavelength 
channel in the DWDM comb can be subject to different levels 
of impairment, so the Q factor estimated in Table 4 might vary 
depending on the wavelength chosen. The potential risks of 
overlooking the wavelength selection without perfect compen
sation shall be analyzed in Section V. 

Table 1. Model parameters and values used in the example 

Samp/: Maximum span length [Ian] 85 

a: Cable attenuation [dblkm] 0.23 

eM: Cable margin [dB] 3 

QN: Quantum noise [dB] -58 

FL : Noise Figure of line ampL and pre-ampL [dB] 5 

FB : Noise Figure of a booster [dB] 6 

Po: Powerlevel at the signal launch [dBm] 3 

Taode: Switching-fabric attenuation [dB] 13.0 

ao 0.4 

a/ 0.96 

a2 -0.041 

a) =B/ JO 0.02 

Table 2. Computation of node parameters 

OSNRood, [dB) Po -QN-Taode -FB 42.0 

lIR,od, (in linear units) 
10 

OSNR "M_ (dB Xo 6.32E-05 

IV. UNCERTAINTIES IN THE ESTIMATION OF THE Q FACTOR 

There are primarily two sources of uncertainties in the esti
mation of the Q factor. On the one hand, the dimensioning 
phase of an OTN is typically performed under deterministic 
load conditions--using either an estimated or a measured traf
fic matrix. The role of the RW ARP process is to determine the 
number of systems required in each link, and the number of 
regenerators to install in each translucent node, so as to route 
the expected traffic demand. Clearly, once the OTN is opera
tional, the traffic load might drift from the initial estimation, 
which can cause that part of the lightpaths that were planned 
to be routed though a certain path, end up using a different 
path. The overall effect is that under dynamic traffic condi
tions, the current values of Q in the OTN might be different 

T bl 3 C a e omputation of link parameters 

Length (Ian) 

L\=128 L2=298 L3=580 

Number of spans Nspan=f-L l 2 4 7 
samp/ 

Span length [Ian) Lspan = L I Nspan 64,0 74,5 82.9 

T,po, [dB) a Lspan +CM 17.72 20.14 22.06 

T,po, (in linear T .. = (dB~ 59.16 103.16 160.59 units) lO 10 

OSNR,pon [dB) 
Po -QN-

T span - FL 
38.28 35.87 dB 33.94 

llRspan 
-OSNR,pon;;, 

10 10 L49E-04 2. 59E-04 4.03E-04 

N 
I 

lIR"" -- 2.97E-04 L04E-03 2.82E-03 
span R span 

R Unk (lIR",,)" 3364.9 964.8 354.2 

Table 4. Computation of the Q factor 

Number of nodes n Geneva, Mi lan, Pi sa, Rome 4 

Number of span 2 + 4 + 7 13 

/ IRTQ/ll / 
I_I_ + in - .!l 
linb R lillk Rnode 

4.35E-03 

OSNR,,,d 10Iog,o (Rrola, ) 23.6 

Global non-linear 
aN +a(PN) 8 -0.49 14 

effects [dB) 2 span 3 0 spall 

QldBI 00 + 0, OSNR + 02 Nspon + 03 (po N,ponY 22.6 
end 

from those estimated during the dimensioning phase. For ex
ample, consider the case where the occupation in the OTN is 
such that the establishment of a new lightpath between Geneva 
and Rome in Fig. 3 needs to be routed through a path longer 
than expected, with more hops, hence changing the value of Q 
estimated in Table 4. For this source of uncertainty, the RWA 
process can typically track and update the values of Q, so the 
real Q on the network and the Q factor used by the RW A 
process are equal, even though they differ from the Q used 
during the design phase, i.e., Qdesign * Qreal = QRWA. The sec
ond source of uncertainty is the drift suffered by the physical
layer parameters (such as those in Table 1) from their nominal 
values during the operation of the OTN. For this source of 
uncertainty, the RWA process cannot update the changes in Q 
accurately, so the real Q on the network differs from the Q 
factor used by the RW A process. When both sources of uncer
tainties are considered, the overall effect is that Qdesign * Qreal 

and Qreal * QRWA. In this context, three different conditions can 
occur during the dynamic operation of a translucent OTN. 
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1) Perfect Knowledge and Perfect Matching (PKPM) is the 
ideal condition. The Q factor used during the design phase is 
equal to the real Q on the network, and it is also the same fac
tor currently used by the RW A process: Qdesign = Qreal = QRWA. 

2) Perfect Knowledge and Imperfect Matching (PKIM) is 
the condition derived from the first source of uncertainty men
tioned above. In this case, the network could suffer from an 
inadequate allocation of resources, e.g., because the design 
phase was done based on rather optimistic conditions: Qdesign :;I; 

Qreal = QRWA. 

3) Imperfect Knowledge and Imperfect Matching (IKIM) 
is the worst condition, as it is the combined effect of both 
sources of uncertainties: Qdesign:;l; Qreal and Qreal:;l; QRWA' 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Our goal is to analyze the performance of a translucent OTN 
under the three different knowledge and matching conditions 
described above. We focus on the regular operation of the 
OTN, i.e., after the dimensioning phase has been completed. 

A. Overview of the RWA techniques 

We used two different RWA techniques. The first one is de
terministic, and is used both during the dimensioning phase as 
well as during the regular operation of the OTN. During the 
dimensioning phase, the more general and deterministic 
RW ARP process [7] is used so as to minimize the number of 
required resources, i.e., the number of line systems and regen
erators to be installed in the translucent OTN. Regeneration is 
needed whenever the Q factor assessed for a given lightpath is 
below 17 dB. During the regular operation of the OTN, the 
deterministic RWA process routes every connection following 
the shortest path and first fit wavelength assignment, minimiz
ing at the same time the number of regenerators used by each 
lightpath. The threshold of 17 dB in the Q factor is then 
checked for every transparent path (or sub-path). 

The second RW A technique used during the regular opera
tion of the OTN is named Predictive Routing according to the 
Q factor (PR-Q), and is based on our Prediction-Based Rout
ing (PBR) mechanism [8]. PR-Q is designed to counteract the 
negative effects derived from the uncertainties in the physical
layer information, by means of a self-learning capability. PR
Q (see Fig. 4) utilizes K pre-computed routes using the Mini
mum Coincidence and Distance (MINCOD) routing process 
[9]. MINCOD finds the K paths from a source to a destination 
node having minimum distance and less shared links. Based 
on this, PR-Q keeps record of the behavior of previous con
nection requests using a two-bit counter [8]. The Q factor is 
also the reference parameter for PR-Q, to decide whether a 
lightpath or its transparent sub-paths would satisfy the Q
threshold constraint. 

B. Simulation set up 

The simulations presented here were carried out over the 
PAN European Network topology using two different traffic 
matrices: i) a uniform matrix; and ii) a polarized matrix (Year 
2007), with the traffic distribution specified in [10]. Concem-

INPUT: 
K number of routes sorted in increasing order according to the MINCOD metric 

index of the route 
SP(i) number of sub-paths of route i 
t index of the sub-path 
W(t) number of available wavelengths sorted in decreasing order according to the Q 

factor in sub-path t 
j index of a wavelength 
Q( t, j) the Q factor of the signal in sub-path t and wavelength j 
Qrnin minimum Quality factor required (17dB) 
TBC(i, t, j) two bit counter of path i, sub-path t, and wavelength j 

OUTPUT: 
ROUTE the route selected 
{LAMBDA(t)} set of wavelengths in each sub-path t of the route selected 

Fori=Oto(K-I) 
For t = 0 to (SP(i) - I) 

Reachable = false; 
For j = 0 to (W(t) - I) 

if(Q(t,j) > = Qrnin) && TBC(i, t,j) < 2 then 
LAMBDA(t) = j; 
Reachable = true; 
break; 

if Reachable = = false then break 
if Reachable = = true then 

ROUTE=i; 
break; 

Fig. 4. The PR-Q algorithm. 

ing the uniform traffic matrix, the static demand, used in the 
dimensioning phase, consists of one bidirectional connection 
for each pair of nodes, which implies a total of 378 bidirec
tional connections for the PAN European Network. The dy
namic demand in this case, consists of an offered traffic of 1 
Erlang between each pair of nodes, which also corresponds to 
a total of 378 Erlang in the Network. The dynamic traffic is 
assumed to have an exponential distribution both in the inter
arrival and holding time. For the Year 2007 traffic matrix, the 
resource requirements are computed in terms of 10 Gbitls 
channels, according to the bandwidth requirement between the 
nodes as specified in [10]. In this setting, the dynamic traffic 
reaches 517 Erlang, with a static demand, used in the dimen
sioning phase, of741 10 Gbitls channels (notice that the num
ber of channels has to be an integer, while the traffic in Erlang 
units might not). 

The line systems installed in the links of the network are of 
40 DWDM channels at 10 Gbitls, and multiple lines in parallel 
are installed where required. For the wavelength comb we 
considered the following two cases: i) the OTN is perfectly 
compensated, i.e., all wavelengths belong to a single class and 
can reach the same MTD; ii) the network is not perfectly com
pensated, and similarly to the example in Fig. 2, we use a 
piecewise function to group wavelengths into the following 
three classes according to their MTD: Gold with 20 wave
lengths, Silver with 10 wavelengths, and Bronze with the re
maining 10 wavelengths. This classification yields a nominal 
penalty of QSilver = 0.9 QGoid for the Silver class, and QBronze = 

0.75 QGoid for the Bronze class. To illustrate the consequences 
of these penalties, let us consider again a connection request 
between Geneva and Rome, assuming that the value Q = 22.6 
dB found in Table 4 is for the Gold class. In such a case, 
QSilver = 20.34 > 17 dB, but QBronze = 16.95 dB < 17 dB, which 
means that a connection request would be blocked if the wave-
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length chosen belongs to the Bronze class. We have carried 
out the simulations for three uncertainty scenarios: 

• PKPM: where Qdesign = Qreal = QRWA. 

• PKIM: where QRWA = Qreal = Qdesign - 2 dB, that is, the real 
Q is worsened 2 dB in order to reproduce the imperfect 
matching with the design conditions. 

• IKIM: where Qreal = Qdesign - 2 dB and QRWA = Qdesign' Now 
there is also an imperfect knowledge because QRWA *" Qreal. 

Figure 5 shows the blocking obtained with the two RWA 
techniques (deterministic and predictive PR-Q with K = 2), 
under different traffic conditions, namely, uniform on the left 
and polarized Year 2007 on the right. Figure 5 corresponds to 
the case where the OTN is perfectly compensated and equal
ized, i.e., a single wavelength class exists, and the results are 
detailed for the three different knowledge and matching condi
tions. The first observation from Fig. 5 is that the OTN ex
periences blocking even under the ideal case of PKPM. This is 
because the dimensioning phase is typically carried out using a 
static traffic matrix, so the designer should over-dimension the 
network in order to guarantee zero blocking even in the case 
of PKPM. As expected, the deterministic process shows a 
rather low dependency on the matching condition (transition 
from PKPM to PKIM), but it strongly depends on the knowl
edge condition (transition from PKIM to IKIM). It is also im
portant to notice that as the knowledge and matching condi
tions are relaxed, the blocking increases considerably, so once 
again, the designer should over-dimension the network in or
der to reach the expected blocking bound. Figure 5 also shows 
that the deterministic RWA technique outperforms the predic
tive one in case of perfect knowledge, though it performs sig
nificantly worse than the latter in the more realistic case of 
imperfect knowledge. This confirms the robustness of predic
tive RWA strategies to deal with the typical drifts and uncer
tainties around the physical-layer parameters. The results 
show that, in opposition to a deterministic RWA, PR-Q is al
most insensitive to the knowledge condition. 

Figure 6, on the other hand, shows the potential impact of 
overlooking the maximum distance reachable by the different 
wavelength channels when the OTN is not perfectly compen
sated. As in previous works, we assumed all the wavelengths 
with the same characteristics during the dimensioning phase, 
albeit they do not. The results in Fig. 6 show the consequences 
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Fig. 6. Potential effects on the blocking when the wavelength 
channel assignment is overlooked in an uncompensated OTN. 

IKIM 

on the blocking when the penalties in the Q factor described 
above are neglected. More specifically, by comparing the 
blocking in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, it is clear that for OTNs that are 
not perfectly compensated, the performance experienced in 
practice might result significantly worse than expected. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have investigated the performance of trans
lucent OTNs under dynamic traffic and uncertainties in the 
physical-layer parameters. We introduced a new methodology 
for assessing the optical signal degradation along a transparent 
(sub-)path, and based on this, we have shown the effectiveness 
of predictive RWA techniques in dealing with the typical 
drifts and uncertainties in the physical-layer parameters. We 
have also analyzed the impact of overlooking the MTD reach
able by the different wavelength channels when the OTN is 
not perfectly compensated. 

For future work, we plan to extend our OTN model and as
sess the impact of other sources of impairment such as 
crosstalk, i.e., the interference between WDM channels. 
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